
Long Term Care BedCentury™ LTC
T8000

The CenturyTM Deluxe LTC Bed is specially engineered and designed for Alzheimer
residents or others with chronic impairments which will reduce there degree of
independence in activities of daily living. Top manufacturing technology with the
highest quality components make these beds the best choice for long term care. The
T8000 is a fully electric adjustable bed. The bed height, head and foot angles func-
tions are standard along with trendelenburg and reverse trendelenburg functions
that are all motor controlled with a stylish hand pendent control.  Also available in
Wide to meet the needs of larger patients.

COLOR: ANTIQUE WHITE SEMI GLOSS FRAME WITH

WALNUT GRAIN HEAD & FOOT BOARDS 



Century™ LTC
T8000

STANDARD FEATURES
* Welded rectangular steel tubing construction with reinforced corner plates provide maximum stability.

* Rigid high gauge steel mesh bed frame surface that provides maximum support with no mattress sagging.

* Pre-assembled one piece grid design requires minimum setup.

* Premier DC motor provids quiet and smooth operation, synchronized control system keeps the bed level

for resident comfort and positioning.

* Standard five-function hand pendant allows the bed to be positioned in Trendelenburg, reverse 

Trendelenburg and chair positions with a simple push of the button.

* 9” clearance under recessed lower frame for easy housekeeping and accessibility for all patient handling.

* Four 4” swivel, central locking casters conveniently located under the footboard, engage and disengage 

all four wheel locks with one simple step that provides increase security.

* Standard under bed night LED light provides an added measure of security at night

* Accommodates weights up to 600lbs.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
* Full or half rails * Gel overlay mattress

* High density foam mattress * Deluxe convoluted top foam mattress

* Alternating air pad system * Alternating & low air loss mattress system

* Deluxe overbed table * Patient Lift 

* Deluxe bedside cabinet * Trapeze bar

SPECIFICATIONS

Long Term Care Bed

MODEL HI/LO HEAD/FOOT FABRIC OVERALL OVERALL OVERALL MATTRESS BED RAIL
OPERATION OPERATION HEIGHT WIDTH LENGTH HEIGHT SIZE WEIGHT WEIGHT

T8036 ELECTRIC ELECTRIC 9.75” to 31” 36” 87” 19” to 46” 36” X 80” 205lbs 19lbs

T8042 ELECTRIC ELECTRIC 9.75” to 31” 42” 87” 19” to 46” 42” X 80” 237lbs 19lbs

COLOR: ANTIQUE WHITE SEMI GLOSS FRAME WITH

WALNUT GRAIN HEAD & FOOT BOARDS 

5 function control hand pendent.

Also avaliable with optional

under bed LED light switch.

Optional secondary control

available on side panels for

patient control or on the footboard

for staff control.

Color coded wheel locking pedals

engage and disengage all 4

wheels with one simple step.


